Five Foundational Rules of Compelling Storytelling
By Marsha from YesYesMarsha.com
1. Remember: when you’re telling a story, you’re making a movie inside your listeners’ or readers’ brains.
2. As in movies, our stories have three types of “scene”:

(i) Voice-over (disembodied voice from the future giving context or opinion)
(ii) Montage (real-time scenes cut together with music to show passage of time or something
changing)
(iii) Action (everything happens in real time, all from the perspective of one of the characters)
3. As in movies, your stories should be MOSTLY made up of action scenes. If the story spans a length

of time, you can use montage or voice-over to stitch the action scenes together (just like movies do!)
4. To write an action scene you need to answer these questions:

(a) What did it look like? (also includes any other pertinent sensory information)
(b) How did you feel? (what was your emotion in the moment)
5. The MOST important question to answer when telling a compelling story is: HOW DID YOU FEEL?

Including emotions in your story is what draws your audience in, helps you be authentic, builds trust
and makes connections.

Have a presentation coming up?
Use Yes Yes Marsha’s reference guide and checklist for telling compelling stories
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